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BEYOND CONVERSIONS
Your how-to guide for using conversion
data to make better decisions

Beyond
Conversions
Drive more revenue using conversion data
The best way to improve results in AdWords is to do more of what works and
less of what doesn’t. The tricky part is knowing which ads, times, and locations
work the best. When you take the time to measure the different actions that
power your business you do this. This guide shows you how to use conversion
data to understand what works and improve campaigns.
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Measure the Right Goals
A lot happens between the click of your ad and a purchase or a lead, measure it and
unlock new ways to drive revenue.
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Optimize Around Conversions
Not all keywords are created equal. Some convert better during a certain time, in a
certain location, or on a certain device. Do more of what works to drive more value.

3

Automate Bidding Strategies
Have more time to focus on your business by automating bidding. These sophisticated
programs go to work for you optimizing your budget and saving your time.

4

Advanced Features and Next Steps
Take it to the next level with features that allow you to understand and track all the
important actions your customers take.
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Before we dive into how to use conversion data, it’s important to make sure you are capturing the right
data. If you’re only capturing conversion data when someone submits a lead, calls or buys your products
or services (macro conversions), you may not be getting the whole picture. People often research your
product, seek support, read your blog or more after clicking on an ad before buying. By measuring these
valuable actions (micro conversions), you can get a more complete picture of your customer and their
purchase behavior.

What are people doing after they search?
If you're not tracking micro conversions, the space
Not using
Micro
Conversions

in between click and conversion is a mystery.
Sale

When you track micro conversions, you understand the
steps along the way. Knowing this means you can spot
where customers fall off and what leads them to a conversion.
Using Macro
& Micro
Conversions

Inquiry

Acquisition

Engagement

Pre-Revenue

Macro
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What conversions can you measure?
Inquiry

Acquisition

Engagement

Pre-Revenue

Macro

Contact Us

Store finder

Social share

Schedule Appt

Sales

Chat with
support

Create account

Video View

Download App

Calls

Sign in
Newsletter

Product
Search

Download
Brochure

Leads

Calculate
payment
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Based on your business objectives, there are different types of micro
and macro conversions you can measure.

Macro & Micro
Conversions

Inquiry

Acquisition

Engagement

Pre-Revenue

Sale

Macro

Micro Conversions leading to Macro*
BUSINESS
OBJECTIVE

INQUIRY

ACQUISITION

ENGAGEMENT

PRE-REVENUE

MACRO

Online Sales

Read Reviews

Browse
Products

Newsletter
Sign up

Add to Cart

Buy Product

Online Leads

Search for
Key Terms

Read Blog

Website Chat

Download
Whitepaper

Submit Lead

Phone Calls

Read Reviews

Create an
Account

Email

Free Trial

Call

Grow Loyalty

Read Reviews

Create an
Account

Social Share

Download
Content

Become
Member

Think of your own customer's journey. What actions do they take before
purchasing? Can you measure these conversions?
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* Examples of conversions based on objective
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Examples of micro conversions in action
Once you’ve identified the right micro conversions for your business, you can adjust your campaigns
to drive more of these actions. When you know people are clicking on your ads but are not converting,
try using micro conversions to improve your campaigns and eventually drive more macro conversions.
Consider these examples as you define your own micro conversions .
Example #1 Local Ice Cream Shop looking to drive online sales
Business Objective Increase online sales
Macro Conversion Online sales
Micro Conversions Account creation, Newsletter sign up

1

A local ice cream shop

They knew folks who created an account
and subscribed to their newsletter were
more likely to know about their bulk
ice cream service and buy their products.

was looking to increase
bulk online orders.

4

In doing this, they increased micro
conversions and ultimately the
number of bulk orders.

3
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So they used micro conversions
to measure which ad groups and
keywords were were driving the most
new accounts and newsletter sign ups.

They then invested more in the most
successful campaigns and improved
those which were not performing as well.
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Example #2 Regional law firm looking to find new clients
Business Objective Find and increase the number of customers for patent services
Macro Conversion Phone calls
Micro Conversions Blog readers, White paper downloads

1

A regional law firm was looking to

PATENT

grow their new patent business
and wanted calls from interested
customers to do this.

3

Once they knew which ad groups and keywords
drove the most micro conversions they were able
to invest more and increase this behavior, and in
turn increase the number of phone calls for their
patent service.
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They knew that people looking for this service
often do a lot of online research before calling
a lawyer, so they created educational content
to draw people in. They set micro conversions
of blog readers and white paper downloads to
measure their approach.
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HOW TO
Use conversion data to optimize for more revenue
First, organize how you see data in your AdWords account through columns. Customizing columns
shows conversion data making, it easier to organize and analyze.
Suggested Conversion Columns
•

Conversions (Conv.)

		 Actions that you've defined as valuable such as the micro and macro conversions
		
•

we discussed in the earlier examples.

Conversion Rate (Conv. Rate)
Measures the number of conversions divided by the number of total ad clicks
that resulted in a conversion.

•

Cost-per-Conversion (Cost/Conv.)
Also known as CPA, Cost-per-Conversion measures the number of conversions 			
divided by the total cost.

Get Started: Click here to learn how to activate these columns

A Broader Look at Conversions
Your customers are constantly connected. They use different devices to communicate, entertain
themselves, and shop. This creates the challenge of measuring conversions that start on one device
or browser and end on another. Use the Estimated Total Conversions* column to allow AdWords to
surface insights into how your ads generate new types of conversions such as phone calls, store visits
and conversions that are completed after a customer uses more than one device or browser. Learn more.
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* Please note availability of solution depends on the size and type of your business.
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Improve Campaigns
with Conversions

Now that columns are surfacing Cost-per-Conversion (Cost/Conv) and Conversion Rate (Conv. Rate) data for
your campaigns and keywords, it’s time to utilize these new metrics to analyze and improve your campaigns.

Use Cost/Conv to optimize bids
Use Cost/Conv data to determine the success

Use Conv. Rate to
optimize campaigns

of campaigns. If a campaign’s Cost/Conv. is

Use Conv. Rate to gauge how a campaign is

higher than you are willing to pay, analyze the

performing. Look for campaigns with high Conv.

keywords and regions and make adjustments

Rates and build on their success. Consider how

based on how they perform.

changes to budget, keyword bids, matched

Please note that you'll need a meaningful number
of conversions for the data to be most accurate.

keywords or adding remarking could improve
these campaigns.

TIP Find new, valuable keywords to add via the Search Terms Report.
Click on the details button under Keywords.
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Improve Conversions
by Location

Some locations convert better than others. Identify locations that drive more and less expensive
conversions and increase your bids to capture more value.

HOW TO
Identify best performing locations
1. Set your date range in line with your sales cycle (at least 30 days recommended).
2. Click on the “Location details” button and select “What triggered your ad.”
3. Click the View button and select Region.
4. Identify locations with more conversations and go back and add them as locations at a Cost/Conv
that you are comfortable with.
5. Increase bid adjustment for high performing locations.

TIP Maximize conversions at a particular CPA by equalizing your target metrics across all locations.
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If your data strongly shows that more conversions happen at certain times, try increasing your bids then,
to capture more and/or less expensive conversions. Find this data through Ad Schedule reports.

HOW TO
Optimize Conversions by Time
1.

Under All online campaigns, click the Settings tab, then click the Ad schedule subtab. 			
(Remember, ad scheduling is available only for campaigns with “All features” enabled.)

2.

Use Schedule details > Day of the week, to access a report showing traffic and conversions 		
by day of the week. Increase bids during days that drive the most conversions.

3.

Go a level deeper with the Schedule details tab > Hour and day of the week, to show a 		
breakdown of AdWords traffic and conversions by hour. Increase your bid during the 		
hours with the most conversions, at a Cost/Conv you are comfortable with.
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By default your campaigns have the same bid across devices. More often than not though, different devices
drive more or less value to your business, which can be seen by comparing Conv. Rates across desktop and
mobile you can adjust your mobile bid to capture more conversions on the device that is working the best.

HOW TO
Set the right Mobile Bid
Mobile Bid Adjustment = Mobile Conv. Rate ÷ Desktop Conv. Rate - 1
1. From the Campaigns tab, click Segment and choose Device.
2. Choose campaigns with enough data for consistent results (90 days
and more than 20 conversions on both Mobile and Computer).
3. Find Computer Conv. Rate and Mobile Conv. Rate using Est. Total 		
Conversions column.
4. Divide Mobile Conv. Rate by Computer/Desktop Conv. Rate - using 		
the formula below.
Example
Mobile Conv. Rate = 4.43%
Computer Conv. Rate = 3.96%
(4.43% ÷ 3.96%) -1 = 0.12 = 12%
For this example, the best way to capture the most value from mobile
is to set the mobile bid adjustment at +12%.

Set mobile bid adjustments
1.

In Campaigns or Ad groups, select the campaigns or ad groups
that you'd like to modify.

2.

Under "Mobile bid adjustment" in the edit panel, enter a value
from -90% through +300%, inclusive. You can also enter -100%
to opt out of mobile for the selected campaigns or ad groups.

TIP Use Est. Total Conv. Rate to include as much conversion data as possible in your bid calculation.
You can also use Conv. Rate. Learn more about bid adjustments.
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Some conversions are more valuable to your business than others. For instance, an online retailer
may bring in more revenue for the sale of a luxury bag vs. an everyday tote. Tracking the value of each
conversion gives you a better understanding of the return you’re getting from your ad spend.

HOW TO
Track the value of a conversion
1.

AdWords Conversion Value Tracking
Adjust your existing AdWords conversion tracking code to include a variable that stores and 		
reports the value of each conversion. Learn more.

2.

Google Analytics eCommerce Tracking
Set up eCommerce tracking within your Google Analytics account and import your transactions
into AdWords. Learn more.

With revenue data for each conversion, AdWords helps you calculate the the actual return you are
getting from your ad spend (ROAS). Analyze ROAS by looking at the the Conv. Value / Cost column
which measures the revenue generated by conversions divided by the total cost incurred to get them.
Use this data to uncover campaigns that deserve more budget, higher bids and the opportunity to
expand. A ROAS of more than 1.0 means this is a profitable campaign.
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Understand
and Use Conversion Values

Example and Recommendations
The example below is of a performance campaign focused on capturing leads and direct sales.
When it comes to campaigns that drive awareness, ROAS tends to be lower. As a best practice,
compare campaigns with the same goal when evaluating success and making decisions.

Campaign #1 has a high ROAS (well

Campaign #3 has a low ROAS. If the

above 1.0) meaning it’s a very profitable

performance of a campaign is below your

campaign.

expected return, pause keywords that are

Consider adding additional keywords and
increasing the budget to drive more value.
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under-performing and add keywords from
the Search Terms Report that drive traffic
and conversions.
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Automated
Bidding Strategies

Lean on Google technology to automate your bids and find the most value, instead of spending extra time
adjusting your bids manually.

To set up automated bidding, simply
follow the steps below in AdWords:
1. In the Campaigns tab, click on 		
Shared Library in the grey bar
on the left hand side.
2. Click on Bid Strategies.
3. Click on the Red Bid Strategy 		
button for a drop down of
strategy options.

CONVERSIONS POWERED STRATEGIES
Target CPA
Automatically sets bids to maximize conversions while reaching your target cost-per-acquisition goal.
Target Return on Ad Spend (ROAS)
Automatically sets bids to maximize conversions, while trying to reach an average return on ad spend.
Use this strategy if you are importing conversions values and value conversions differently.
Enhanced cost-per-click (ECPC)
Automatically adjusts your manual bid up or down based on each click’s likelihood to result in a
conversion. Use ECPC when conversions are your objective but you want to maintain control of
keyword bids.
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TOP TIPS
To put automated bidding to work for your business
1.

Pick an automation strategy based on your most important business goals. This will help focus
your strategy.

2.

Run conversion tracking for at least two weeks before starting automated bidding.

3.

Make sure your campaigns have received at least 15 conversions in the last 30 days.

4.

Ensure conversion tracking is set up properly and you have the most accurate data as possible.
This will create a much better output.

5.

Organize like-performing keywords into bidding portfolios. This gives you more control.

6.

After setting up a bidding strategy, wait at least 14 days before making changes. This allows for
enough data to properly track and analyze.

7.

Avoid making frequent changes to campaigns. Keeping Target CPA/ROAS goals and ads steady
will help the algorithms perform best.

8.

Monitor your account once you turn on a new bidding strategy to make sure it performs to 		
expectations. Large, unexpected changes could indicated an error during setup.

Get Started: Pick a strategy, test it, and improve. Download the full guide now.
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Advanced Features
and Next Steps

Take it to the next level. These features bring you closer to understanding what actions your customers
take after they click on your ads.

Website Call Conversions
Identify and measure calls from your website that occur after a user clicks on your ad.

Whether users click-to-call or manually call the number on your website, you can
now attribute the call back to the original keyword and ad, through a dynamic
number inserted on your site. This Google forwarding number continues to display
for up to 90 days. Learn more here.

TIP Customize the look and feel of the unique Google forwarding numbers to match your website.
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